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This best practice forum conveys how the University of North Texas and Texas Woman’s University 
Libraries utilize digital information repositories to facilitate scholarly communications endeavors   that 
consist of managing data, information, and knowledge via data collection, storage, and  promotion for 
faculty. This forum also describes these universities' knowledge management systems that consist of 
creating, maintaining, hosting, and modifying data management programs and life cycles; electronic 
thesis and dissertations preservation; open access e-journals; and scholarly repositories for both 
students and faculty. 

 
 

1. Managing Data, Information, and Knowledge 
 

1.1. Digital Information Repositories 

This best practice forum illustrates how the University of North Texas (UNT) and Texas 
Woman’s University (TWU) Libraries manage data, information, and knowledge through 
digital information repositories. Both university’s knowledge management includes 
creating, maintaining, hosting, and modifying data management programs and life cycles; 
electronic thesis and dissertations preservation; open access e-journals; and scholarly 
repositories for both students and faculty. 

 
1.2. Facilitating Scholarly Communications 

Neither the common debate between data and information nor the DIKW pyramid or 
hierarchy relationships are the subject of this presentation. Rather, based on the UNT and 
TWU experiences, this presentation discusses how higher institutions use data management 
and information management to facilitate scholarly communications and to support the 
teaching/learning and research activities in general. 
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2. TWU and UNT Knowledge Repositories 

Each university created its own knowledge management repository. Both repositories offer 
data collection, storage, and promotion for faculty. Such data management increasingly 
offers benefits to faculty such as making their data more discoverable via well-crafted 
metadata and open access, encouraging collaboration via data, and ensuring protection 
against destruction of data. Also, while promoting the use and reuse of data, each data 
management program successfully problem solves with valid faculty concerns such as 
plagiarism, data parasites, and other malevolent uses of open data. 

 
2.1. Collaboration 

Both universities also collaborate and create knowledge management plans for electronic 
theses and dissertations. These plans are created in-house in collaboration with the Texas 
Digital Libraries. Vireo software implemented at the Texas Digital Library assuages the 
entire ETD workflow from submission, to approval, to publication in an institutional 
repository. 

 
2.2. Managing information and knowledge 

The two separate repositories also manage information and knowledge regarding the 
scholarly outputs of students and faculty, such as open access e-journals and peer- reviewed 
journal articles. Such management requires a marketing effort on both libraries’ behalf, 
proper technology to upload and preserve the scholarship, and the ability to promote and 
market the scholarly works. 

 
3. Conclusion 

In summation, the University of North Texas and Texas Woman’s University Libraries 
collaborate in creating data management life cycles, and in creating and maintaining 
knowledge and information based scholarly works. This presentation reflects on the 
(UNT/TWU) experiences and the lessons learned so far. 
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